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Welcome, 
Tom!
WITHTHIS ISSUE we welcomeTom Dokken as our
newest GUN DOG contributor;Tom is taking over the
“Retrieve” column following the departure of Chad
Mason.As Chad explained in his farewell column last

issue, a recent move to a larger city and a diminishing enthusiasm for writing
about gun dogs and bird hunting indicated it was time to pass the baton, and we
thank him for both his candor and his many years of outstanding service to the 
magazine.

Although this issue marksTom’s inaugural efort as a regular GUN DOG
columnist, he is already well known to most of you as a trainer, seminar leader, 
author and the developer and marketer of the popular DeadFowl series of
retrieving dummies. He’s been featured in a number of articles byTony Peterson 
over the years (most recently, “Dokken’s Drone Drills” in our October 2017
issue) and he is also a regular contributor to WILDFOWL, our sister publication.

On several occasions it has been my pleasure to spend time withTom at his
Oak Ridge Kennels in Northield, Minnesota; Oak Ridge is a state of the art
training facility andTom and his wifeTina always roll out the red carpet for my
visits. I’ve greatly enjoyed watching their dogs work in the ield and the water;
years ago we shot a series of retriever training DVDs with Tom and I can conirm 
that the Dokken Labs are all outstanding performers.

Tom also pioneered shed antler hunting with dogs and he andTina now hold a 
National Shed Dog Championship each spring at Oak Ridge. I attended the
event a couple years ago and as I reported at the time, it was a heckuva lot of
fun, a real family afair with handlers and dogs of all descriptions.As you
might guess, sporting breeds predominated, but I still recall a Boston terrier
Chihuahua mix who wasn’t much bigger than the antlers he retrieved. He gave 
new meaning to the expression “mitey but mighty.”

Tom Dokken brings a wealth of experience to his new gig as GUN DOG’s
“Retrieve” columnist, and we’re delighted to have him sharing his expertise with 
us. We think you’re going to like what he has to say. 
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AN ORDINARY DOG FETCHES.

AN EXTRAORDINARY DOG RETRIEVES.

© Mars and its A�liates 2018. All Rights Reserved. 

Whether they’re training, tracking or retrieving, Eukanuba™ Premium

formulas provide optimal levels of fat, protein and nutrient-rich 



CORRECTION
The description of the SportDOG training unit
on page 35 of our June/July issue included
two errors. The unit pictured and described is
actually the SportTrainer 875 (SKU: SD-875),
not the SD-825. Also, the price shown ($120) 
is incorrect; the correct price is $224.95.

We regret these errors and apologize
for any inconvenience to readers and SportDOG.

Deining Able
TYLER DENSFORD IS a retired U.S. Air Force veteran from Mississippi
who just received a service dog named Able from non-proit Retrieving
Freedom, Inc (RFI). RFI trains service dogs for disabled veterans and children

with autism, as well as diabetic alert
dogs. I had the great fortune to hunt
with Able and Tyler, who became a
paraplegic and is remanded to a wheel-
chair after falling 50 feet from a Black-
hawk helicopter during a training
exercise in 2016. Before the accident,
Tyler had plans to become a pilot,
which he still hopes to do. He has not
let this disability dictate his life.

“Rather than wilting away in bed, I
decided to take this crappy situation and 
run with it,”Tyler said.

Katey McClenny | Via email

FIRST RETRIEVE
This is Eli Remington (Remy), our golden
retriever one week after his 1st birthday.
Remy had just retrieved his irst diver, a nice
ringneck, and come back into the blind when
three shovelers came into the decoys.You can
see the intensity as he watches the working
ducks. Remy has already made numerous
diicult blind retrieves and has phenomenal
drive, a great nose and a fun-loving person-
ality. Remy is also doing very well on pheas-
ants and his father Tito became the irst golden
retriever to win the AKC Master Hunter 
Upland title in August 2014.

Gil Diekhof

Morton, IL
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THERE ARE TWO THINGS

YOU CAN ALWAYS RELY ON,

THE SECOND IS YOUR HUNTING DOG.



KEEP’EM 
SAFE

Gunner Kennels makes

bomb-proof dog crates

built to last, and the

latest addition to GKs’

lineup is the G1 Me-

dium, which is perfect

for dogs weighing up

to 45 pounds. This five-

star-crash-rated kennel

comes with a lifetime

warranty and is made in

the U.S. Double roto-

molded walls provide

two layers of protection,

and the Paddle-Latch

door keeps canines

secure.

$430

gunnerkennels.com

LADY
KILLERS

Syren builds shotguns

for the female form, and

the L4S Sporting was

made with a Monte Car-

lo comb for a woman’s

high cheek bone, plus

a shorter length of pull

(13¾”) for better fit. The

12-gauge gas-operated

auto-loader—available

in righty or lefty—is just

under seven pounds

with a slender forend for

smaller hands. Five Exis

HP extended chokes are

included with the multi-

purpose gun, which is

at home in the marsh,

uplands or at the range.

$1,895-$2,080

syrenusa.com

RINGNECKS 
BEWARE

Wild pheasants are darn

tough birds, and Kent

Bismuth Upland is a

great non-toxic option

for crushing roosters

with 24 percent greater

density than steel, plus

it won’t harm barrels of

classic shotguns. Avail-

able for 28-. 20-, 16- and

12-gauge in shot sizes

from 4 to 6, with muzzle

velocities ranging from

1,200 to 1,400 fps.

$TBD

kentgamebore.com

BUILT
TO LAST

A multi-purpose blind

bag, the Heritage has an

interior water-resistant

pocket to keep electron-

ics dry. An ingenious

insulated side pocket

will have your breakfast

sandwich piping hot and

also keeps drinks cold

on early-season forays.

The Velcro dividers will

have your gear orga-

nized, plus the exterior

is made of bridal leather

and waxed canvas for

durability.

$555

wrenandivy.com

HEALTHY
SPREADS

It’s been proven: keep-

ing duck floaters in a

12-slot bag will lengthen

the life of your decoys.

This bag stacks perfectly

in the back of a trailer

and your decoys are

separate f rom one

another so the flocking

and paint won’t rub off.

The mesh bottom allows

for excess water to drain

so the decoys won’t get 

moldy.

$TBD

cupped.com
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Good day in the field with our three well trained versatile hunting dogs: REMI, a

Braque Francais; VINNY, a Bracco Italiano; and GUNTHER, a Large Munsterlander.

—Lance Olson, Kettle River, MN

This is DIESEL sleeping on a gun after

a hard day of hunting pheasants at

the Black River Fish and Game Club in 

Clinton, New Jersey.

— Roy and Phyllis Billich, Clinton, NJ

This is our 7-year-old Brittany, PAIGE, on opening day of phea-

sant season. Paige is fearless with lots of heart and loves to

hunt pheasants and chuckars.

— Ron and Sharon Vail, Moro, OR

This is RUGER, an almost 2-year-old shed-hunting Lab. We

took him dove hunting once and he retrieved the lone dove we

shot. He loves the dog park and retrieving sticks from the water.

— Saige Glasford, Buckner, MO

10 GUN DOG MAGAZINE | August 2018 gundogmag.com
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This is RYTER, a 10 month old German wirehaired pointer on his first hunt in 

Drummond, Oklahoma. He’s ready for quail to open in a few week for sure!

— Joshua Levendusky, Norman Oklahoma

This is my yellow Lab, SHELBY, retrieving a ringneck on her first hunting trip to 

North Carolina. 

— Terry Moore, Newport News, VA

This is BAILEY GRETTA, our 2-year-old German wirehaired pointer. Eccentric and

cuddly at home but a great grouse dog. Hunts close in thick woods, always eager 

to learn and loves the challenge no matter the outcome.

— Tyler and Alexandria Stineman, Allen Park, MI

gundogmag.com



Fat-Free
Here’s how to keep your dog in shape.

IT ISN’T JUSTAmericans that are over-
weight, it’s our dogs.

Sure, we’ve all seen fat Labs, but
English pointers and setters?Aren’t they
supposed to be the wiry endurance ath-
letes of the bird dog world?

Dogs, like people, have widely varying
metabolisms. I’ve owned a springer
spaniel and several Brittanys as well as
a half dozen English pointers and English
setters, and while the spaniels tend to
pack on the pounds far easier than the
pointers and setters, they’ll all get fat
if you let them. Notice I said, “if you let 
them.”

Barring some kind of health issue, if
they pork out, it’s your fault, not theirs.
When my dogs have become a little too
chunky for my taste and they have on
rare occasions it was my fault, not
theirs.After all, your dogs don’t control
how much they exercise and eat; you do.

So why bother?Why not just let them
lounge around in front of the TV until
opening day, then have them burn of
the pounds while they hunt? Let’s answer
that question with an analogy. Let’s say
you decide that, in nine months time,
you’re going to enter and run in a mar
athon. But rather than train for it
something I tried once briely in my
long ago and squandered youth you
decide to read training manuals about
marathons, rather than attempting to
build your endurance with actual train
ing runs.When race day rolls around,
you igure, what the heck, I’ll train while 
I’m running. Make sense?

But this is an excuse I hear over and
over again when it’s applied to dogs,
i.e., that they’ll hunt themselves into
shape. I will admit , grudgingly, that it
sometimes works. But just as often, a
few days into the season your dog is so
exhausted he can’t get of his bed in the
morning. Or worse, he’s sustained an
injury that will sideline him for days, if 
not weeks.

The protocol for keeping your dog
in shape is simple: exercise him and 

control his food intake. Let’s talk about 
feeding irst.

I’m not going to decipher the arcane
ingredients in dog food, since I know
next to nothing about that subject. I buy
the best food I can ind at the best (most
economical) price. I’m assuming most 
of you operate the same way.

First, determine if your dog is actu
ally overweight. There are easy to
decipher charts available from, among
others, the Purina Company that show
what an ideal weight should look like.
Basically, when seen from above, a dog
should have an hourglass igure.When
looked at from the side, his bottom line
(chest to belly) should slant up. If it’s
level or slants down, fatso needs an 
intervention.

Many people prefer to free feed their
dogs, and while there are dogs that will
control their intake when given the
option of endless food, I wouldn’t bet
the ranch on it. My suggestion, and one
I’ve always followed with my own dogs,
is to control their food intake myself.

A good place to start is with the rec
ommended amounts that are posted on
most bags of quality dog food. If the
recommendation is for three cups for
a 50 pound dog, then feed your pup
three cups, period. If he doesn’t lose
weight, drop the amount by half a cup,
then wait a week and see how he looks.

Has he trimmed up? Good, you’re
on your way. Still chubby? Drop the
amount by another half cup, and so on.
This can be an ongoing process with
some dogs, since their requirements
will go up during the hunting season. 
But it’s a starting point.

A caveat: don’t give in to your dog’s
pleading for more food. Bird dogs are
always hungry. In the long run, a little
bit of hunger is far healthier for your
dog than being overweight. Give him a
treat once in a while if it makes you feel 
better, but stick to the program.

Next comes exercise.There are all
kinds of ways you can do this: swimming
(if your dog likes to swim), fetching
Frisbees or tennis balls, even running 
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You can see a hint of rib cage in this GSP, the sign of a healthy bird dog.

him through agility drills. But the old
fashioned way works as well as anything: 
taking him out for long runs.

If you’ve got the time, an hour long
run every other day is great, but even
a half hour is a big help. Although you
can make a considerable improvement
in your dog’s endurance with just a
couple months of weekly training runs,
I like to start whenever the snow melts
of, which here in Montana is usually 
late April or early May.

My favorite method of conditioning
dogs, however, is by roading them. Pro
trainers have been roading their dogs
of of horseback or ATVs for decades,
and if you’ve got a horse or an ATV, go
for it. Since I don’t have either one, I
attach logging chains to a roading
harness, and run my dogs for approxi
mately 25 minutes at a stretch, several 
days a week.

Twenty percent of the dog’s weight
in chains is about right. It works quite
well, and what’s more, every dog I’ve
ever roaded this way has loved it. In
fact, the minute they see their harnesses,
they’re almost as excited as if I were 
taking them hunting.

But there are some downsides you
should be aware of. Never take a har
nessed dog to any location near water.
Your pup, looking for a drink, will run
into a stream or pond and the chains
could potentially pull him under. Instead,
choose an open area where you can keep
an eye on him in case he gets hung up.

Finally, if your dog has had, or may 

be prone to, joint problems, than you
may want to reconsider harness work.
In the past 18 months, two of my dogs
have had four separate surgeries on joints
and Achilles tendons, so if I road either
of those dogs this year and I probably
will with at least one of them it will 
be with much reduced weight.

You don’t need to, nor should you,
road your dogs every day.Again, I’d like
to ofer an analogy to training humans.
I’ve long been a proponent of physical
itness.You name it, I’ve done it: running,
speed walking, biking, rowing, jumping
rope, weight lifting. For as much as I’ve
done over the last 45 years, I should be
better looking, but that’s beside the 
point.

The current hot training trend for
geezers like me is HIIT training, or high
intensity interval training short bursts
of intense exercise followed by rest,
which seems to equal or surpass the
eicacy of the traditional cardio work
that guys like me have been doing
forever. I suspect, although I can’t prove
it, that it works the same way for dogs.
In any event, two or three days per week
of short, intense, 25 minute runs in their
harnesses and chains keeps my dogs,
over the course of the summer, in excel-
lent condition.

The takeaway from all this is the pre
scription: to keep your dog fit and
healthy, exercise him and control his
intake of quality food. It will work for
you and me, and it will work for your 
dog, as well.
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EXCELLENCE BEGETS EXCELLENCE

STARTED & FINISHED DOGS AVAILABLE NOW

I can remember my Granddad telling me that an

English Pointer was somewhat like an automatic

shotgun: eficient, but frigid.

His thoughts on English Setters: like an over-

under: graceful, but without passions. As to all other

dogs: kind of like an Iver Johnson; you would only

use one if you had nothing else to hunt with.

There was one exception. To him, an Irish Setter

Gun Dog was like a well-worn double: comfortable

and sweet in your hands and joyful at your shoulder.

We believe that Granddad was right and to that end,

have been breeding Irish Setter Gun Dogs for over

25 years. Those of you who follow ield trials know

the Celtic Red Setters: only Celts have ever won an

Open All Breed Championship…and they did it twice.

In 1970 we decided to take the old double barrels

and compare them to the automatics and the over-

unders and so embarked on a ield trial program

pitting our Irish Setters against the best English

Setters and English Pointers in the world.

Twice we won Open All Breed Championships:

no other “minority breed” has ever done this. Just

this past May, Fireboy was runner-up in the Region I

Amateur Shooting Dog Championship (against 36

white dogs, in the heart of New England Bird Dog

Country). No other minority breed has ever done this

either.

The Celtic Red Setter win record spans 42 years

and includes over 1,000 wins against English Setters

and English Pointers. Having been forged in the ire

of competition, we now believe that the program has

earned the right to offer its progeny to the general

hunting public.

TheCeltic programproducesdark,smallish sprites

which exude class both going and pointing. They

have been bred primarily for brains, so the training

is a pleasure; they have been bred secondarily for

temperament, so that love for humanity is more than

an afterthought. Those qualities combine to make a

ine gentleman’s shooting dog, the canine equivalent

to Granddad’s double Purdey. Call or write with your

speciic needs and desires; we will do our best to

match one of our Celts to your home.

Paul R. Ober

1-800-428-0993

234 North 6th Street

Reading, PA 19601

Write or call for our brochure

Now endorsed by Orvis
celtic@oberandassociates.com

Champion Celtic’s Sedition backed by

Champion Celtic’s Superfund

POINT
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NoQuarter?
Teach your dog to work a ield correctly before the season opens

AS SPORTINGDOG owners, we train
for a lot of things especially when the
season is looming close like it is now.
One hunting skill that doesn’t get as
much love drill wise this time of year,
but that certainly should, is quartering 
properly.

This isn’t just about having your dog
simply work ahead of you in the CRP,
but is about him running a pattern that
is conducive to getting high percentage
lushes. Now, what exactly constitutes
proper quartering varies by breed.
Retrievers, spaniels and other lushing
breeds need to learn to run this pattern 
within about 20 yards or so.

This is because a lushed bird will
oftentimes get up 10 or 15 yards ahead
of the dog, which already puts them at
the edge of ethical shooting distance.
In the thick grouse woods of the north
country, or many of the places quail and
woodcock spend their time, 20 yards
might even be too far. If you’re running
a pointer, you can encourage him to

diferent and much more diicult story.
E collars enable you to communicate

to the dog that he will potentially receive
discipline once he hits a certain point.
This also drives home the fact that you
are an active part of the solution to
getting corrected. He will quickly learn
if he works in range of you, he won’t 
get disciplined.

I’ve seen it many, many times where
dog owners thought they had hopeless
cases on their hands, and almost every
time it was because they weren’t train-

ing with the proper equipment.This
meant they had to run to the dog to
issue a correction by hand, which is ter
ribly inefficient. Of course, simply

inclined to do this if you work him into
the wind, so whether you’re hunting or
training, pay attention to how it’s 
blowing that day.

Quartering correctly is essentially an
extension of basic obedience.Without
the foundation of control in place, you’ll
have a tough go when it comes to teach
ing quartering. Provided your dog knows
he needs to come when you command
him to, you can start training in your
yard or the neighborhood soccer ields.

I like to use a check cord in the initial 

stages, especially if I’m dealing with a
young dog.When the dog is working a
certain way and is about to hit the end
of the cord, I give him a pair of short

E-collars enable you to communicate to
the dog that he will potentially receive
discipline once he hits a certain point.

gundogmag.com
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WHEN YOU SEE BETTER, YOU HUNT BETTER.
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E-collars make quartering training much easier than it was in the past. They allow 

you to issue warnings and corrections while the dog is actively working, and 

certainly streamline the whole process. 

likely to be 100 percent under your
control, and that means if he gets out
too far and keeps getting corrected, he 
might give up.

He’ll simply walk next to you or
follow in your footsteps you don’t
want this. It is so much easier to rein a
dog in than to try and build lost coni
dence to the point where he’ll range
out, so be aware of this with pups. 

What happens
when your Lab is doing exactly what
you want him to in a dreamy section of
prairie grass and he suddenly gets a
snootful of running rooster and takes
of?You’ve got two options: channel
your inner Usain Bolt and get running,
or work on getting the dog to stop.

For most of us, the latter is the better
option.A basic drill that works well to
curb the urge to sprint starts out by
teaching your dog to sit no matter where
he is or what he is doing. I do this by
working in the yard with my dogs and
then giving the “sit” command. Most of
the time, the dog is going to start coming
to me as soon as I issue the command,
so I anticipate this by immediately going
to the dog to make him stop and sit.

As I work this drill, I always make
sure to not call the dog to me once I’ve
asked him to sit somewhere. Instead,
I’ll issue a release command so he can
keep going about his business.This may
not seem like a big deal while running
training drills in the park, but my main
concern is the dog doesn’t start to get
into the habit of coming to me after I 
issue the “sit” command to him.

If he’s hot on the trail of a rooster, I
don’t want him to lose that trail if I ask
him to hold up so I can get closer while
we’re actually hunting. Eventually, I’ll
transition from the verbal “sit” command
to using a short blast on my whistle.

If you want to know how good your
dog is at this, toss a training dummy and
wait until he is going 100 mph to make
the retrieve and then issue the command
to stop him and have him sit. If your
dog can do this, he’ll be able to hit the 
brakes on a sprinting ringneck.

You can even start this type of train
ing with a young puppy by having him
wait for his food.When he has learned
to sit and wait (and obeys his release
command), leash him. Have him sit and
wait for his food and then release him. 

Before he reaches the food, lightly stop
him with the leash and issue the sit 
command.

This may not seem like much, but it
provides an excellent starting point for a
dog that is going to have to learn this later
in his life, and it’s always easier to teach
a puppy something than an older dog.

Quartering is probably the most over
looked part of upland training.The good
news is, if you’ve got control over your 

dog then you’re well on your way
because the dog already instinctively
knows how to do it.You just need to
encourage him through some training 
drills and in ield work.

After that, he’ll have more fun
hunting and so will you, and that special
kind of teamwork we all look for
between ourselves and our four legged
hunting partners will really begin to 
develop. 
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dogs, a good rule of thumb is to encourage your dog to work no more than 20
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occur within ethical shooting range. 
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BreakingMethods
Over-pressuring pups will only lead to more frustration.

WHEN I LOOK around at dog trainers,
I am routinely struck by the fact that
the best of the best are often keenly
aware of their shortcomings. I recently
heard my friend and fellow trainer
Delmar Smith address a group of gun
dog enthusiasts, and was pleased he made 
a point that resonated with me.

Delmar, whose gift with animals goes
well beyond dogs, was discussing how
he managed to diverge from the con
ventional wisdom that he’d been taught
regarding horses. He maintained that
in his younger years, and in some circles
still, horses were meant to be “broke” 
rather than trained.

Implicit in “breaking” a horse was the
practice of enforcing the trainer’s will
upon the horse until it cowed to his or
her demands, punishing undesirable
behaviors while giving little thought to
rewarding the positive. According to
Delmar, in shifting his focus from “break
ing” to “teaching” the process of devel
oping horses became far more pleasant 
for all involved.

Delmar’s story spoke to me, as I had
been educated in much the same school
of thought where dogs are concerned.
The irst dog I really trained and trialed
was a gifted springer pup. I was young
and enlisted the help of a Scotsman
named Alex who made a decent name
for himself training gun dogs in the
HudsonValley of NewYork.Alex was a
classic, old school British trainer, and
tolerated no nonsense from his dogs.

His policy was to work dogs in such
a way that he would “break” them, setting
them up in training situations wherein
they would likely fail so he could efec
tively “correct” the undesirable behavior.
It was something of an all or nothing
proposition.The grim reality was that
in the early days undesirable behaviors
were often corrected remotely with a 

few pellets of bird shot in the hind end,
or with the advent of e collars an excru-
ciating charge of electricity.

In the case of the more resilient dogs,
my pup being one, these harsh correc
tions were not quickly forgotten, and
in the best cases the intended behaviors
became cemented. But for a good many
more dogs, the gravity of the correction,
coupled with the failure to establish any
clear deinition of the intended, desir
able behavior, resulted in dogs that
simply shut down.These dogs would
often refuse to work, and cower with
tucked tail, unwilling to do anything at
all that might result in pain or confusion, 
or both.

The tragedy of this early modeling in
“breaking” dogs was my young pup was
one of those few that made it through 

the process relatively unscathed; be it
due to toughness or stubbornness I’ll
never know. Regardless, he went on to
be a great gun dog and trial dog, and I
assumed therefore the “breaking” method 
was universally efective.

Inspired by Alex’s model and the
success of my pup, I reared a litter of
ive more springers with the intent to
train and sell them. I started them early
in my chosen regime, determined to
break them all inside of a year, dazzling 
the would be buyers.

Inside of the irst ive months I had
ruined all of those pups. I over pressured
all of them and wound up with dogs
that were too afraid to work, or learn.
It is one of the more shameful admis
sions of my life in gun dogs that I wound
up driving all of those pups upstate and
giving them away, because I knew there
was no hope for them as hunting dogs.
The worst part was I knew full well it 
was my fault.

Note: For the purposes of this article, the term “break” refers to instilling dominance by force
over a dog. In this context it does not refer to a dog moving on a bird, or leaving the hup 
position on a lush or shot in order to chase.
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This story is an old one, and took
place at a time when the world of dogs
and training was at a less evolved place.
But don’t assume the philosophy of
“breaking” dogs is not still in practice.
An e collar in uneducated hands has 
kept “breaking” very much alive.

Breaking a dog simply means putting
it in a training scenario in which there
is a likely possibility of failure, and then
punishing that failure. In breaking a dog,
a successful training session is often
deined by the opportunity to make a
harsh correction. It is not uncommon
to hear “That was a good session; we
got in a couple good corrections.” I am 
always leery of such words.

Following my experience with the
ive failed pups, I began to re evaluate
my processes with dogs. It was about
this time that I began to work with a
trainer named Ruth who helped me
explore positive reinforcement methods,
and the concept of teaching rather than
breaking.This process made sense, and
still does. If I can teach a dog the
intended behavior, and reward that
behavior, and all the while maintain
enough contact with the dog to ‘steer’
him into the desired behavior (which
gets rewarded), suddenly the whole
circumstance becomes more palatable.

I achieve this end by keeping the dog
close and keeping myself well stocked
with treats and praise. Come, sit, heel,
and stay are all achieved with the dog
on a check cord, and then perhaps on
a light stimulation e collar, but I do all
of this instructing with the dog inside
of 10 feet. If I maintain physical control,
and the ability to quickly steer the dog
into a sit (for example) for which he is
immediately rewarded, I can achieve
numerous positives during a single train-
ing session.

This highly productive method jux
taposed against an uncontrollable “break
ing” scenario, in which I am hoping for
an undesirable behavior, proves itself
far more eicient and efective. More
over, when we look at the cost/beneit
of teaching vs. breaking, there is simply 
no comparison.

Perhaps the worst part of the break
ing model is that many dogs simply are
not wired to take the pressure, and it
is hard to pre determine which dogs
might weather the storm.Those dogs
that cannot make it through a breaking 

methodology will almost invariably wash
out, and the breaking trainer will see
them as worthless. Sadly, a softer hand
might well be able to extract the most 
potential out of those same dogs.

A true teacher, on the other hand,
who embraces a positive reinforcement
methodology, has a virtually limitless
opportunity for success.Those dogs that
have innate drive and biddability will
develop quite quickly within this style
of training, while those dogs that are a
bit more hard headed will require a bit
more time and understanding, but will
no doubt be poised for a similar degree 
of success.

In the end it is a win win; though
there are those dogs that thrive within
the adversity of a breaking scenario,
there are many times more dogs that
simply collapse under the strain. I for
one don’t have the stomach to be giving
away any more dogs that I’ve ruined by 
breaking.

It all comes down to a belief in
process, and an understanding of
thoughts that inform our deinitions. If
a “broke” dog is one that works well,
behaves and obeys commands, then I
would dare say that we all hope for a
“broke” dog to take to the ield. But if 

a “broke” dog requires us to overpower
that dog’s will, intimidating the unnec
essary behaviors without teaching the
necessary ones, then I believe we are
not fully aware of the power of real
training.When properly and thoughtfully
approached, nearly any dog can be taught
the rudimentary behaviors for efective
work in the ield or home. I have a life
time’s worth of examples to prove it.

Let me end by issuing a query to all
readers for comments, thoughts, and
questions. It is my sincere hope that this
column serves both to educate and
entertain, and I certainly have more than
enough steam to keep addressing topics
that I see as pertinent to lushing dog
breeders, trainers, and handlers in
general, or at the very least of personal 
interest to me.

That said, in keeping an open ear to
the questions and thoughts that are stir
ring out there among my fellow lushing
dog enthusiasts, I see a rich opportunity
to not only leverage my experience on
behalf of you, the reader, but also to
learn from you, and to explore the iner
points of gun dogs by your side.With
that, keep in touch and keep sending
questions, in order that we may continue 
to learn and teach together.
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Getting It Right
Dogtra’s Stephen Cho is working hard to move the needle in the 
e-collar market through a feedback-based business strategy.

THE FIRSTWORDS that Dogtra’s
Stephen Cho said to me when I began
interviewing him were, “I’m allergic to
dogs. It’s so unfortunate, but every time
I go near a dog my face gets swollen.
And I absolutely love dogs.” I think he
just wanted to get that part out of the
way before he dove into his history as
a man who knows how to develop brands 
and address consumer needs.

But he didn’t start in the world of 
working dogs.

“I originally worked as a graphic
designer for six years, and then started
getting into brand management related
work for a variety of companies before
inally ending up at Dogtra,” he recalls.
“I was interested in working with a
company where I could really help drive
growth year over year, which was one
of the main reasons I decided to work 
at Dogtra.”

Dogtra
is well known for churning out tech
nologically advanced and forward
thinking products, but according to Cho
that is largely in part due to their will
ingness to listen and listen closely— 
to the consumer.

“Dogtra is very linear in some ways,
but still manages to stay agile at the same
time, which matters a lot.We try to be
forward thinking in our product ideas,
but to also be very careful about listen-
ing to the consumers.

“We take varying routes to under
standing the market, one of them being
at trade shows and canine shows. At
these, I get face to face time with our
customers and it’s always amazing to
me to hear how our consumers always 
want our products to evolve.”

Cho went on to explain how the cus
tomers ofer feedback on a daily basis,
and that it’s not just hunters he hears
from. Police oicers, professional train
ers and a host of others weigh in on 

what they like and don’t like about
products.That constant stream of infor
mation is put to good use at Dogtra for
future innovation and product develop-
ment.

Dogtra is not one of those companies,
however, that sets a deadline for product
release and will meet it even when a
product needs more time. They know
they have to get everything right. If the
drop date comes and the product isn’t
at 100 percent, it doesn’t get released.

According to Cho, that might be the
most exciting part about his job. “I’m
continually blown away by the fact that
not only does the consumer’s voice
matter here, but also that it’s a driver
into our product development in such
a meaningful way. It’s truly mind-blow-

ing, and when that is coupled with our
commitment to getting things right, it
really results in top notch products.

“Just as an example, one of our K9
Oicers mentioned that a lot of times
when he is in the ield, he can’t have
anything on the right side of his body
because that’s where his sidearm is. If
he needs to reach for his weapon, he
needs to be able to do that as quickly 
as possible.

“That necessity, in a true life and death
situation, prompted us to start working
on the ARC HANDSFREE. It led us to
develop an e collar with a transmitter
that you don’t have to reach for.You can
strap it to your hand, or to your belt,
and essentially have both of your hands 
free to do what you need to do.
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“Now, naturally this was a good thing 
for law enforcement oicers who work 
with canines, but also became very 
popular with our dog-training and 
hunting crowd. The ability to issue cor-
rections instantly while safely handling 
a shotgun in a boat or in a blind, or 
simply while going through various 
training drills, has gone over very well.”

As you can probably imagine, it’s not 
just the ARC HANDSFREE that is 
making waves with dog lovers this year. 
Dogtra has released several new ofer-
ings that address the needs of hound 
owners, amateur trainers, and anyone 
who spends their time with working 
dogs of all varieties—most notably the 
PATHFINDER GPS E-Collar, which is 
dubbed “one of the most unique prod-
ucts that has been introduced in its cat-
egory, because it allows users to employ 
the smartphone they already own to 
track and train,” according to Cho.

Although Cho has only
been with Dogtra for a couple of years, 
the company has been on the map for 
going on three decades. That’s a healthy 
run for any company, but is pretty 
impressive when considering the overall 
amount of competition in the e-collar 
market. There is no shortage of oferings 
for the consumer to choose from, and 
Cho admits that a major part of their 
strategy, aside from taking into account 
customer feedback to meet their needs, 
is their pricing.

“We try very, very hard to not over-
price a product. We are always looking 
for opportunities where we can ofer a 
reliable, quality product that is packed 
with essential technology, without 
pricing out our customers.”

Dogtra’s new tagline is “Make Every 
Dog Exceptional.” It’s a simple, straight-
to-the-point mantra that encompasses 
what the company really stands for. They 
want to develop products for—and 
with—a wide variety of dog enthusiasts 
that are reasonably priced, outperform 
expectations, and possess hints of what 
the future holds in e-collars and other 
training tools. 

This is something that the company 
does very well, and despite his unfor-
tunate allergies, it seems highly likely 
that Stephen Cho is the person to help 
make all of that happen for at least 
another 30 years or so.
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Oral Tumors
Also, dealing with “split tail.”

Oral masses in dogs can
range from very benign to very malignant.
One of the most common benign masses
or growths would be epulis.This is an
outgrowth of fairly normal gum tissue.
It usually occurs right at the gumline.
Some more troublesome types of epulis
afect the bone surrounding a tooth.

These would require more aggressive
surgery to remove the abnormal gum
and the underlying bone as well as a tooth.
Your letter does not mention what tooth
is afected. If canines, premolars or molars
are getting moved around or loosened
up I would be more concerned about
some of the more aggressive tumors of 
the mouth.

Malignant melanoma, Squamous Cell
Carcinoma, Osteosarcoma, and Fibro
sarcoma of the oral cavity are aggressive
tumors that are very hard to manage
successfully.These tumors would require
wide excision, usually involving some of
the jaw bone. Some clients don’t elect
to have surgeries that remove signiicant
portions of the jaw due to the setbacks 
to the dog.

If these tumors are diagnosed and you
would like to pursue treatment, you may
want to consider an opinion from an
oncologist at a university or private refer
ral practice. I have had dogs that beat the
odds and had longer than expected lives
after removing most of these tumors 

without removing a complete section of
the jaw. But most dogs with a diagnosis
of one of these tumors would only have
a few months left on average.

I think it is almost always worth having
the biopsy sample submitted. If it is
benign then we have good news. If it is
malignant we know what we are up
against and we can make referrals if
needed.Also, we have more information
when it comes to making end-of-life 
decisions.

Any useful information can help us be
more educated when making a tough
decision. I deinitely think it is worth
doing surgery and giving her a chance at
her age. Nine years isn’t too old at all.

I have a 9-year-old female Lab named Maggie.At
our annual exam the vet found a lump in her mouth, kind of on the
gums. It seems to be pushing on a tooth and he said we should do
anesthesia and surgery to take care of it.

He said it may be cancer and we can send the lump of to ind out,
but that would add some cost. Do you think it is worth it to biopsy?
If it is cancer we probably wouldn’t do chemo or anything like that. 
Or is it worth it to even do the surgery at her age? –L

I have a young Lab that keeps splitting his tail open. Now it has a sore or
scab that won’t heal.We have used ointment that is supposed to help it heal and tried to tape 
it but it won’t heal and keeps bleeding. What should we do?  –R 

These are challenging cases.
These are young to middle aged dogs
that are so happy they beat their tail
tip against anything solid and damage 
the tail.

Several things may help the situation.
You may have to manage where the dog
stays during the day. If it’s in a run and
he has time to anticipate getting out for
exercise and attention, he may beat his
tail on the sides of the run waiting for 
you to get to him.

You could change to a bigger pen, a
smaller kennel or make sure to let him
out irst or some combination. If the
damage is happening in the house and
he will continue to be a house dog,
changing the environment for the better 

could be very hard.
So make the changes in his environment

that you can and if the wounded area is
minor it may heal on its own. If this is a
long drawn out problem then you should
visit your veterinarian soon. Solutions
may involve antibiotics, pain medications
and the always challenging tail bandaging.

If the tail gets completely split open
at the tip and the skin mushrooms open,
surgery will probably be necessary.And
then you still need antibiotics, pain 
medications and bandaging.

Padding and bandaging the tail is
tough.You can’t put tape on too tight
and cut of the circulation.You can’t
leave the bandage on too long and have
the wound get infected because of mois-

ture. And you can’t hardly keep the
bandage on due to the dog attached to
the front of it. Have your vet examine
the tail and create a plan for you.

Doc’s Reminder: Remember to get your
dogs out and start getting them in shape now
instead of two weeks before the season starts.
Don’t delay; it’s time to get the weight of,
get the heart and lungs in shape and toughen
up the feet.

Make sure to start of with short easy work
in the early morning to avoid the heat.Ofer
plenty of water and try to do all the feeding
in the evening. Use heartworm preventative
like Heartgard year round and continue lea
and tick preventatives like Nexgard into
November or December, or year ‘round if you 
are in the South.  
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RampingUp
There’s help for your dog’s joints...and your aching back.

ANYONEWHO HAS ever owned an
enthusiastic hunting dog and that’s
the only kind worth having knows all
too well how they exit the back of a
truck: like a projectile shot out of a 
cannon.

Most of the time, that’s ine.The dog
hits the ground running and is ready
for his next big adventure. But over the
years, I’ve heard a disturbing number
of stories about dogs who blew out
knees, Achilles tendons, and other
crucial body parts by hitting the ground 
too hard or slipping on ice.

My vet conirmed the rumors: She
told me that not only had she treated
many dogs for these various ailments,
but that jumping into the back of a truck 

was nearly as dangerous as jumping out.
My corrective, and it’s worked so far,

is to stop my dogs on the brink of bailing
out, pick them up, and set them, wrig
gling for all their worth, on the ground.
A couple of them eventually learned
the drill; they pause on the tailgate and
wait for me to hoist them down. (I
haven’t had nearly as much luck getting
them to wait below the tailgate for a
lift up, however.) With a history of
footing the bill for a string of canine
knee surgeries, I cringe every time a
dog bails out of a truck unassisted.

Picking them up works. But if you’ve
got a bad back,or if your dog is an 80 pound
Lab, you may not be able to handle the 
weight. The solution is a dog ramp.

There are several diferent styles, and
they’re available just about every
where from online sporting goods
stores (try gundogsupply.com) to tra
ditional brick and mortar shops like
PetSmart. Basically, they give your dog
an easy way to get himself from your
vehicle’s tailgate to the ground and then
back up again, no lifting required.When
not in use, they fold up and can be
tucked away inside the bed of your truck 
or the back seat of your SUV.

At anywhere from $50 to $170,
they’re reasonably priced and will last
a long time. As an alternative to the
cost of your aching back or your dog’s
blown joint, a ramp is well worth 
considering.

Sporting Dog Forum | By Dave Carty
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Pre-Season Thoughts
A brief on parasites.

HEY, IWAS just wondering...has your
dog been through a pre season checkup 
with your veterinarian?

How are you doing with your dog’s
exercise/conditioning program to
prepare for long, tough days hunting?

Have you spent some time reinforc
ing commands... maybe so your season 
doesn’t begin like it ended? (LOL)

How about introducing the pup to 
birds and gunire?

Is your kennel all secure and ready 
for travel?

Have you touched base with land
owners to be sure you’re welcome?

Some of you are smiling and thinking,
“I’m way ahead of this guy.” But I’d bet
with a few more shots at it, I could get
ya. Just the same, I only ofer the above
as a checklist and suggest you consider
each while you still have time before 
hunting season.

Although we don’t have room to cover
all the points above, let’s go with the
irst for our discussion this time around.

Why do I keep harping on the impor
tance of working closely with our vet
erinarians? Simply because our hunting
dogs are hardworking top athletes, and
if we expect that level of performance
throughout the season special care is 
required.

Realizing our gun dogs have a par
ticularly high risk of contracting parasites
while less able to afford the added
burden, parasites are often the number
one concern on your vet’s checkof list.
With that in mind let’s narrow our dis
cussion even further. A better under
standing of parasites, cause and efect, 
should be helpful to us all. 

Fleas are our dog’s
number one concern. Fleas are brown,
wingless insects, less than an eighth inch
long, that travel from one host to
another. They’re among the leading
causes of skin problems in dogs and can 
carry diseases.

Fleas can also act as intermediate hosts
to some tapeworms.When they are
ingested while the dog attempts to
eliminate the annoyance by biting at
them, the dog in turn becomes host to 
tapeworms.

It can take three months or more to
break the lea’s life cycle so it’s some
thing we should stay after year round.
Clearly prevention is our best option,
so we should clean kennels and discard
old bedding then vacuum and spray or
dust the kennel before replacing the
bedding. After vacuuming house or
kennel it’s best to burn the vacuum bags.

Ticks are another parasite common
to hunting dogs and probably the most
diicult to control. Most common are
the brown dog tick and the American
dog tick, yet the little deer tick that
causes Lyme disease is getting lots of 

press lately.
All ticks are blood sucking parasites

and have four stages in their life cycle:
egg, larva, nymph and adult. Adult
females, engorged with blood, detach
from the host and lay eggs in the envi
ronment.The eggs hatch into larval form
in about two weeks; the larvae then
attach to a host and feed until distended
with blood and drop to the ground 
where they molt.

Nymphs are formed in about a week
and once again attach to a host for some
time then return to the environment,
where after several weeks they molt to
adult ticks. Both adult male and female
ticks feed on a host.This complete life
cycle is variable and may take more than 
a year.

Aside from the possibility of diseases,
ticks suck many times their weight in 

Fleas are high on the list of external parasites your veterinarian will check for

during your pup’s checkup. Although it appears Dr. Ann and Tonya are combing 
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blood so heavy infestation can cause
anemia. Along with that, the bites can
cause skin irritation and secondary infec
tion so we should do our best to prevent 
infestation.

It’s ironic but thanks to Lyme disease,
there are some very efective topical
and pill form products on the market
designed speciically for dogs. Even so,
we should carefully look dogs over from
head to toe when changing ields or 
quitting after the day’s hunt.

As with leas, proper treatment of
the premises is essential for control of
ticks. Use insecticide designed for ticks;
read and follow instructions for safe
use. Do not spray directly on dogs and
be certain sprayed areas are completely
dry before allowing dogs back in runs.

Roundworms are probably
the most common internal parasite of
dogs and their life cycle demonstrates 

why they can be controlled but not
eradicated.When roundworm eggs are
shed in the feces of infected dogs they
aren’t infective, but require days to
weeks in soil to mature to the infective
stages.This is also true for other parasites
and one reason frequent removal and 
disposal of waste is essential.

In the small intestine, roundworms
compete with the dog for nutrients,
resulting in stunted growth in pups and 
general poor health in all dogs.

Through examination of fecal mate
rial your veterinarian can diagnose
roundworms and prescribe a medication
schedule for removal and prevention.

Heartworms also present a serious
health hazard.They are usually found
in the pulmonary arteries and in the
right ventricle of the heart.The adult
female can measure 10 inches long and
live up to seven years while producing
millions of microilariae.As the mosquito
is an intermediate host it’s the primary 

means by which heartworms are trans-
mitted.

In the case of heartworms your vet
erinarian will perform blood tests for
diagnosis and provide a preventative 
schedule.

Hookworms can be very destructive.
Puppies with heavy infections can die
from acute blood loss before three weeks
of age.Adult dogs with mild infections
may show no symptoms, but those with
severe infection exhibit anemia, dehy
dration, weakness and listlessness.

Adult hookworms measure less than
an inch, have ridges and are slightly bent
in a hook like shape.They attach them
selves to the lining of the small intestine
and suck blood from their host, as they
shift feeding sites they can leave bleed
ing ulcerations which may become 
infected.

Tapeworms require an intermediate
host such as leas or rodents to com
plete their life cycle. Symptoms are
often minimal and infection is often
detected by visually observing rice like,
egg containing segments in feces or
around the dog’s anal area. Although
many efective medications are avail
able, prevention is your best bet.
Control leas, rodents, and consump-
tion of uncooked meat.

Whipworms, like roundworms and
hookworms, don’t require an inter
mediate host to complete their life
cycle.They pass directly from one dog
to another through egg infected food,
feces or water. Once ingested the larvae
hatch in the small intestine and pen
etrate the lining to remain up to 10
days, they then migrate to the large
intestine and complete development
to the adult stage.Within 90 days the
infected dog begins to pass eggs and 
the life cycle is complete.

Remember, we have only looked at
the primary culprits, yet the message
is loud and clear. Even though we
depend on our veterinarian for diag
nosis and treatment, the ball is really
in our court when it comes to control
ling parasites and it all comes down to
regular checkups, consistent preventa
tive care for our dogs and sound kennel 
sanitation practices.

Roundworms and whipworms are among the more common internal parasites but

tapeworms are also on your veterinarian’s checklist. Detecting the presence of

these and other internal parasites typically begins by examining stool samples.
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The SA-28 loads easily through the receiver port, and has a four-shot magazine.

The 28 Revolution
Better shot technology has created a sustained small-bore buzz.

IFA BORE size can achieve “cult” status
in the shotgun world, the 28 gauge cer
tainly qualiies. Of course, over/under
models predominate, although many are
a little pricey for a lot of shooters.

Enter the new addition to the sub bore
semi auto world in the SA 28 from Moss
berg International.The SA 28 is made
by the Kayman Armsan Company in
Istanbul,Turkey. Armsan is a totally
modern outfit, and makes excellent
pumps, O/Us, SxSs, and semi autos for
many U.S. irms.

I shot the heck out of it, and whacked
some birds over dogs, but just hold your
‘taters and irst let me tell you all about
this new gun.

The sleek little SA 28 is listed at 6½
pounds, but our test gun was an ounce
under 6 pounds with a 26” vent rib barrel
and full complement of choke tubes.The
magazine holds four rounds, but comes
with a plug that reduces the magazine
capacity to two.Gone are the ixed chokes
of merely improved, modiied, and full.
The SA 28 comes with what Mossberg
calls the “Sport Set” of ive interchange
able tubes that range in constriction from
pure cylinder to full.

The SA 28 gas operated action is “self
regulating.” Mossberg notes that the
SA 28’s “gas operated action vents excess
gases, reducing recoil for the shooter and
lessening stress on components for
smooth, reliable operation.” I can’t speak
about those internal components, but I
can conirm that the SA 28’s recoil is
light as a feather, even with the heaviest

loads (more on these later).
The stock and forend are made of (what

else?) attractive Turkish walnut with
plenty of dark streaks and igure in the
buttstock.There is plenty of laser cut
checkering in all the right places, and
there aren’t any ghastly overruns, or
skipped diamonds.The length of pull is
14½ inches, and the drops at comb and
heel are 1½ and 2¼ inches, respectively.
The stock it me like it had been deter
mined with a try gun, and when shoul
dered, I was looking right down the rib,
and the SA 28 balances right in its middle.

The barrel has a
deep, dark blue/black inish, and the
aluminum alloy receiver is anodized to
match perfectly.The bolt locks up into
the barrel extension, so the aluminum
receiver reduces weight without reduc
ing strength.The cross bolt safety is
conveniently located behind the trigger,
and the trigger group is easily removable
for cleaning by merely drifting out a
single pin. Speaking of the trigger, it
broke cleanly at 7 pounds, 13½ ounces,
but was so smooth that it felt lighter,
and I never noticed it during shooting.

The Mossberg SA-28 is a well-

made, gas-operated semi-auto 
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gamebirds over pointing dogs, and 

new loads extend the versatility 
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Editor RickVan Etten and I shot the
SA 28 extensively at a recentWriters’
Roundtable gathering at Brownells, and
not only did it crush targets with aplomb,
it never hiccuped once. Although the
SA 28 is light, its recoil was modest. It
swings smoothly, and a good follow
through is easily maintained as we
well know, a requisite to connecting
with a scattergun.

But the true test of a ield gun is a
lushing bird in front of a good bird dog.
Flying Feathers Game Farm near Lock
wood, Missouri (lyingfeatherhunting.
com) is a small and eicient operation
run by Marsha and Bruce Lilienkamp,
and has become my default live bird home
base for testing new iron.They ofer quail,
chukar and pheasant, or a combination
of all three; my usual choice.

Hunting at Flying
Feathers is warm and comfortable, like 
old home week. Bruce has a kennel full 
of well-trained dogs that are part of the 
family, and which obviously enjoy the 
hunting as much as we bipeds.  Bruce 
sometimes sets the birds one species at 

a time, but for this outing he had all 
three out, so you never knew what was 
going to lush over a point. Consequently, 
I used the little SA-28 with the improved 
cylinder tube on quail and chukar and 
pheasants.

The ammo was Federal’s new 1-ounce 
load with #7½ shot (#5s and #6s are 
also available). This load is no pipsqueak. 
The velocity is listed at 1,220 fps, and 
the shot charges averaged .994 ounce. 
In the ield, this load powdered pheasants 
cold at 25 to 30 yards. These heavy loads 
(for a 28 gauge) are put up in 2¾-inch 
cases, and are suitable for all action types. 
Mossberg speciically says that they are 
perfectly okay for use in the SA-28.

I should also mention that it seemed 
to me that the recoil was about as light 
as any other 28-gauge load. Of course, 
the SA-28 functions just ine without 
any adjustment with standard ¾-ounce 
28-gauge lead and 5/8-ounce steel-shot 
ammo. Fiocchi also makes a “Golden 
Pheasant” load with 7/8 ounce of shot, 
so there’s plenty of ammo choices for 
just about any game.

On this hunt, I was joined by my elk-

hunting partner from Colorado, Jan 
Larson, and my friend and local FFL 
dealer, Jens Barclay. These birds obviously 
didn’t get the email reminding them that 
they were pen-raised and supposed to 
be tame. Instead, they were wild as 
March hares, and sometimes lushed wild. 
But with three guns, three setters and 
pointers, we prevailed.

Gracie, Dot and Cash swept back and 
forth, noses vacuuming the ground for 
scent, but ranged close enough so that 
we didn’t have to play “ind the pup.” 
The points were rock solid, and the 
retrieves were pretty and precise. The 
shooting was at times fast and furious, 
and we kept the dogs busy. All in all, a 
ine time was had by everyone, humans 
and  dogs alike.

If one looks at this logically, it is 
obvious that there is always room in the 
safe for just one more bird gun. If you 
don’t have (at least) one 28 gauge, you 
owe it to yourself to give one a try. Based 
on my extensive shooting of Mossberg’s 
new SA-28, I can conidently recommend 
it for your consideration. It is an eicient 
blend of beauty, quality, and value.
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Single Pup Socialization
The best bet is to ind a surrogate litter with  
which the pup can interact.

Unfortunately, small
litters of one or two pups are all too
frequent in artificial insemination
attempts. Singleton pups are always
something to be concerned about. As
you’ve probably gathered from my long
time beating the drum in favor of
keeping pups in litter to 10 weeks, the
major part of a pup’s social learning
occurs through social interactions in
the form of play among the pups of a 
litter.

The timeframe for this learning is
from coordinated mobility to the end
of the critical socialization period from
about six weeks to 12 weeks. The
window for social learning is then closed.
The basis for all adult dog behavior is
etched in stone through sibling interac
tions before 12 weeks or it won’t
happen. It is during this time that a pup
learns all its social skills, learns how to
be a dog and learns the necessary lan
guage to interact socially for the rest of 
its life.

What would be most ideal is if
someone in your chapter has a very large
litter of pups of any breed, but prefer
ably a breed of similar size and age, who
would foster some of the excess pups
onto your breeder’s bitch so they could
become simulated siblings. Then let her
bitch rear the extra pups as her own up
to 10 weeks of age. It is most important
that your single pup has a lot of social
interactions in play form with similarly
aged pups for the four- or ive-week 

period from week ive or six to week
10, then the pups can be separated and 
go to their new homes.

If the collie litter is the only possibil
ity, and if their age is similar, say within
in a week or close to it, and if the collie
female will accept your pup, you will 

have to use that litter. Start when the
collies are about ive to six weeks old
by taking your pup to the collies and
introducing her right into the group.

If the collie bitch will allow her to
suckle, good.Though your pup may be
close to being weaned by her own mom,
and she and the collie pups will be on
some solid food supplement, she should
burrow right into the litter and engage
them in play, sleep, eating and these sorts
of both social and individual behaviors.

You can let her interact with the collie
pups for two or three hours, at least,
through one cycle of eat, sleep, play and
sleep again or eat and then sleep. Don’t
interfere at all unless she is getting hurt
by the collie mom or pups, or if she is 

My NAVHDA breeder inseminated one of her females with the frozen
sperm from my Versatile Champion that passed in June. One female pup was
delivered by C section on Jan. 18.After reading your columns for several years, I 
am concerned about how to acclimate this pup so it learns how to be a dog.

The breeder has six other grown dogs in her kennel, has been producing NAVHDA
GSP litters for about 20 years, and she is a vet tech. She thinks she has a client that
will have a litter of collies on the ground shortly that we could use to acclimate 
this pup to other puppies.

Do you have any advice I should follow to make sure this new puppy will turn 
out to be a well-rounded dog?
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hurting the collie pups.You don’t want
to antagonize the owner of the collie
because you and your pup really need
that litter. Try to do this three or four
times a week.

As your pup is growing and doing its
thing at home with just mom and without
the other pups, your breeder should be
introducing her to noise and people and
to handling, especially before the end of
the sixth week, just as she would if it were
a normal sized litter instead of just her.

Then when your pup is about six or
seven weeks old, as I said above, get her
into the litter for several hours at a time,
including a sleepover or two so she can go
through two or three cycles of behavior
interactions with the collie pups every other
day or two.This is a sort of puppy daycare.

Keep this up until she is 10 weeks old
and is pretty much independent of her
mother. Then you can take her home
and she will be your new dog.

One other thing: if the collie pups are
more than a week or 10 days younger than
she is, you should consider leaving her
another week to interact with the collie

pups. It is really the seven to 10 weeks
when the play is heavily into social play.

This is the time they learn how to
turn of a ight or start one or what to
do if a bite is too hard.They also engage
in stalking imaginary game or fearful
things. In short, this is the most impor
tant time to learn good social habits
and it is interaction with other pups

that will be the teacher, not mom or
the people around her.

An additional thing you can do is enroll
your pup in a puppy “kindergarten” obe
dience class for pups that are under three
or four months old. These are really just
play time classes where your pup will get
to socialize with other pups of similar age

and various breeds of various sized pups.
This will be practice for all the social
amenities she has learned in a foster litter.

At this young age, pups learn very
quickly what the outside world is going
to be like and this will stand your pup
in good stead when training, testing and
hunting with other dogs of various
breeds.  It is all part of your dog’s edu-

cation so the more, the better. No social
learning experience is a waste of time; 
it is not only useful, it’s essential.

For solutions to your dog’s behavior
problems or behavior related training
problems, you can contact Ed Bailey at: 
edbailey@uoguelph.ca

It is most important that your single
pup has a lot of social interactions in
play form with similarly-aged pups.

Man’s Best Kennel       5 Star Crash Test Rated            GunnerKennels.com®
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Success aield comes from repeated opportunities.
BY JAMES MCCANN

W hen it comes to making a good bird dog it sure helps to train
and to hunt in a target-rich environment of wild birds.And

for me, living in just such a place has made training a pup much easier
and an immensely more enjoyable experience over the decades.Alaska
is where I make my home, and over the course of a very long upland
season for rufed, spruce and sharp-tailed grouse, as well as willow
and rock ptarmigan, I owe much of the credit for training and devel-
oping good bird dogs to the birds themselves.

My hunting friends with bird dogs
share my feelings. Many good hunting
dogs from good breeding stock have
beneitted from living and hunting here
in Alaska, and I’ve been lucky enough
to have witnessed many of these dogs
passing from an awkward pup just inding
its way to becoming a real bird dog 
learning its trade.

My heart and mind hold many fond
memories of pups coming of age in a
wild bird environment, but special
memories of hunts I made this past fall
season with my friend Tom Halverson
and his young Drahthaar, Driggs, turned
out to be rather special. Driggs is a big,
fun loving, energy packed dog who really
needed wild bird exposure to draw out
his natural abilities, and after some brief
struggles, we witnessed irst hand the
magic of a pointing dog coming of age.

During the early part of our upland
season Tom and I were out hunting a 

favorite area for sharp tailed grouse.
Reports indicated it was likely to be a
rather good year for sharp tails, and
those reports did not disappoint.We
were hunting a combination of tall wild 

grass and thin woods of aspen, spruce 
and willow.

From our experience, we knew that
on many mornings the grouse would
either be in or along the woods digest
ing a meal of nearby kinnikinnick berries
while remaining somewhat safe from
raptors, or lying low to the ground and
soaking up the morning sun out in the
tall grass. But it was up to Driggs to
igure all that out so we let him hunt
out front and let the birds teach him a 
few lessons.

As luck would have it there were
plenty of grouse just inside the treeline
this day, and after the 68 pound dog
busted several into light he realized it 

Comes of Age
A DOG
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high in search of any scent on the wind.
In a relatively lat section just beyond

a slight rise, and not far from a signiicant
patch of kinnikinnick berries on the
ground, Driggs abruptly stopped and
went into a stylish point. He stood
unmoving, slightly crouched, with his
tail out straight in typical Drahthaar 
fashion.

We’d already experienced many
grouse running out on points, so Tom
put a move on and hastily passed the
dog.And it’s a good thing he did because
at the lush, two birds got up way out
and Tom missed with his irst barrel.
Using the tighter barrel,Tom swung
fast and out front of the birds and made 
an incredibly good shot.

After the triumphant retrieve was
completed, another high ive was in
order.Tom asked me, “How far out was 
that bird, do you igure?”

My reply was something on the order 
of, “About a mile. Nice shot!”

Since those early fall hunts, Driggs
has continued to improve his skills on
more sharp tails, not a few rufed grouse
and plenty of the ever present spruce
grouse.After the irst snow of the year
arrived in our part of Alaska, Driggs
also proved himself a reliable ptarmigan 
hunter as well.

With any dog, sometimes things just
don’t go right and they ind themselves
on the wrong side of the scent cone,
and the grouse is bumped into light.
Some bird hunters might become upset
because of missing a chance to take a
shot when few opportunities might come
their way throughout the day, but in a
target rich environment, we call these
moments good training opportunities.
Each time this occurs and a young dog
learns to stop at the lush like Driggs
has done, is cause for more celebration.

Soon, the dark and frigid winter
months will keep man and dog mostly
at home, savoring the memories of all
those autumn hunts. Sure, there will be
some chances to get out and hunt ptar
migan whenever there is a break in the
winter weather, but as winter turns
toward spring and warmer temperatures,
Driggs andTom and my dogs and I will
be hunting ptarmigan until the April 30 
season end.

We are looking forward to watching
Driggs, now a trusted bird dog, hone 
his skills even more.
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You always had to be ready when this springer was aield.
BY HERB EVERT
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that gravel pad, double guns broken but
not yet unloaded, whenTar went a whirl
and up went a cock bird bound for the
outback.We did our best to snap our
shotguns shut and try to get on that bird
but to no avail.We managed to get some
lead in the air but, discombobulated as
we were, all we managed to do was to 
bruise some down range weeds.

Does anyone really need witnesses
to a performance like that? NO! And
what was that bird doing there anyway?
Why hadn’t any of those other dogs
winded him before we got there? And
why us? All my brother could say was,
“That dang dog of yours has done it
again!” as we, averting our eyes amid a
few gestures of sympathy and a gufaw
or two, made our way to our trucks.

Had this sort of thing happened only
a time of two, I suppose we would have
just chalked it up to chance, but it hap
pened too frequently with Tar to just 
dismiss it.

On another occasion we were in
Nicolet Forest up in northeasternWis
consin looking for grouse or woodcock.
After pushing our way through a thick
as hair on a dog stand of young aspen,
we climbed our way up to the top of a
sizable hill. We had heard a few lushes 

The author with Tar (left) and another of his springers.
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The handsome red-and-white Welshman 

deserves the attention of more hunters.

BY M.J. NELSON

I n the 18th century, the hunters among the Welsh gentry had a
secret weapon, a red and white springing spaniel whose talents as

a bird dog were considerable. Originally a falconer’s dog, these
spaniels were acquired by other hunters in the valleys ofWales, where
their exceptional skills enabled local sportsmen to preserve the breed
until the end ofWorldWar I.Then, however, due to the low numbers 
being bred, theWelsh spaniel was facing extinction.

Fortunately for the breed, a few
breeders remained to ensure its conti
nuity. Incidentally, “springing” or “start
ing” game is actually what all sporting
spaniels are supposed to do, although
the much more numerous English
springer spaniel fanciers more or less
appropriated the name “springer.” Only
the Welsh springer folks stubbornly
insisted upon including that term in their 
breed’s name, as well.

The Welsh springer is generally a
methodical hunter, according to the
people who own them, although as is 

the case with all generalizations, there
are exceptions. “AWelshie’s pace in the
ield is substantially slower than that of
a ield bred English cocker and even
slower than that of an English springer
from show breeding,” said Frank
Pampush, whose dog Larsen has an
upland master hunter advanced title
from the AKC. “But they are perfectly
capable of tracking down and lushing 
a running pheasant.

“They are indefatigable in the ield,
not intimidated by tough cover and will
dig a bird from under a fallen log in a
plum thicket if that’s where the bird is
hiding,” Pampush said. “If you hunt them
in a wooded area, they’ll be more
methodical than in an open ield.  They 

may air scent more than an English 
cocker or springer.”

Brian Schmidt, who also owns master
hunter Welsh springers, agreed with
Pampush’s assessment. “Welsh spring
ers tend to be moderate paced hunters
that rely on their good scenting ability,”
he noted. “You won’t need to wear
sneakers to keep up and many will con
stantly check back with you to make
sure they’re still in proper gun range.
I’d say the style of a Welsh springer is
most comparable to that of anAmerican
water spaniel in its pace and persistent 
hunting style.

“They’re adequate water retrievers.
With proper water introduction and
training and keeping in mind they
don’t have the coat needed for duck
hunting in cold weather a WSS can
be a dog that will retrieve waterfowl all 
day long in favorable conditions.”

According to Susan Riese, it’s impor
tant to be aware that theWSS has a very
strong prey drive. “They’re pretty easy
to train for ield work and they’re gen
erally ‘soft’ dogs as far as temperament
is concerned in that they don’t do well 

Mazie, owned by Susan

Willingham, is Ch. Ivywild’s

Mazie Morning Dew RN MH.
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with a lot of harsh corrections, but they
have such a strong prey drive that they
can appear to be hardheaded,” she said.
“Most of them get like they are possessed
once they catch scent of a bird. We
teach our dogs to associate us with birds
by using a lot of clipped wing birds.

“When training, we always have a
clipped wing bird in our pocket to be
waved to get the dog’s attention and
then tossed as a reward. Many years
ago a gamekeeper from England told
us to ‘make haste slowly’ with a
Welsh. Those were true words of 

wisdom as almost any Welsh you get
will be a good hunting companion if it 
is raised and trained correctly.”

Susan Willingham said, “WSS are
anxious to please you but need clear
communication to understand what you
want. At times, they can deinitely be
stubborn or act like they have a mind
of their own. You can’t do repetitive
drills with this breed.They need variety,
challenges, positive reinforcement and 
consistency.

“With the basics of inding, lushing
and retrieving birds, most Welsh spring-

ers catch on to that work very quickly
if they are started as pups. They are ine
with an electronic collar on a low setting
used to reinforce what they’ve been
taught, but they will shut down if you
try to use the e collar exclusively as a 
training tool.

“Welsh springers are really a ‘gentle
man’s hunting dog’ as they are eicient
and work at more of a trotting
pace. Most are happy to make water
retrieves unless they are pressured to
perform. One of the things I really like
aboutWelsh springers is that they turn
on to hunt but then settle in easily at
home with the family. They are not good
kennel dogs and need to be with people.”

Sandy Holmes noted that some of the
older lines in the breed were much softer
in temperament than today’s Welsh
springers. “Welsh springers are generally
biddable and eager to learn,” she
said. “But, just as in any breed, there is
always a curve with some dogs that are
very biddable and easy to train while
others are a bit more stubborn. These
dogs tend to want to hunt on their own
but I’ve found with just a little more
training they become very good bird dogs.

“Some of the older lines were much
softer than today’sWSS. Some import
ing and selective breeding has created
temperaments that are much better and
they are easier to work with, in my
opinion. You have to keep in mind,
however, that this is not a breed that
responds well to severe or harsh cor-
rections.

“They do adapt well to the e collar if
they are properly introduced by an expe
rienced trainer. But, as is the case with
every other dog, they have to understand
completely what is being asked of them
before you use an e collar for a correc
tion. If you use it incorrectly, it will 
cause them to quickly shut down.”

Frank Pampush added that spaniels
are the class clowns of the sporting dog
world andWelsh springers are no excep
tion. “In training, you have to distinguish
between genuine knuckle headedness
and dog like antics that are put on for
your amusement and the dog’s,” he
explained. “If you were to coach a kid
like that, you’d make him run extra laps
after practice and then give him a 
hug. The same is true of aWelsh.

If you happen to have one that is hard
headed, you absolutely must correct 

Gretchen is owned by Frank Pampush and is Rolyarts Playing Hooky BN CGC. 

She has three qualifying scores (of four needed) for her junior hunter title.

Rusk (Ch Trystyn Quack the Code), owned by Sandy Holmes.
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that dog and irmly. But it is also abso
lutely essential to maintain that true
bond of love, trust and understanding
with aWelsh. Also, the fact that e col
lars go up to ten is not a beneit for
spaniels. A one or two setting will lift
many spaniels of their feet and that’s
certainly true for a Welsh. They will
tolerate a firm and fair correction,
e collar or otherwise, but a fair correc
tion does not mean sparks lying of the 
e collar.”

Welsh springers are a rare breed,
sitting in the 123rd spot (ranked by
popularity based on registration
numbers) on the AKC’s list of the 190
breeds it recognizes. While the rarity
of the breed can make it challenging to
ind a pup, it does have the virtue of the
breed not having split into “show” and
“ield” types, according to Susan Will
ingham, who is the vice president of the
Welsh Springer Spaniel Club ofAmerica,
the breed’s parent club with the AKC.

“It’s the same individual dog bred for
the show ring that’s also designed for
ield work,” she said. “As a result, there
is a variation in drive within the breed
so it’s important to ind a pup from a
breeder with theWSSCA and begin the
ield introduction early as well as expos
ing the pup to lots of new experiences.”

Brian Schmidt added an additional
caveat toWillingham’s comments. He
said, “Since the Welsh springer is rare
and even more rare in the ield, inding

impossible. Many breeders are choosing
to breed for conformation and/or
making their breeding decisions based
on health clearances and don’t choose 
to breed based on ield ability.

“Virtually no one is breeding Welsh
springers on the basis of their field
abilities alone. In other words, they are
being bred for characteristics that aren’t
based on performance in the ield and 
as a result, there is no split.

“This has been going on for decades
and the result has been a shift away from
the breed’s hunting roots. As a conse
quence, for someone looking for aWelsh
springer as their hunting dog, I’d strongly

mation on breeders.”
“This is deinitely a rare breed,” added

Frank Pampush. “Statistical analyst
David McCandless created a classiica
tion study of dog breeds that placed the
Welsh springer in the‘overlooked trea
sures’ category. There aren’t many
breeders ofWelsh springers, , and only
a few of those that are truly interested 
in breeding a true hunting dog.

“In addition to contacting theWSSCA,
prospective puppy buyers should look
for ‘Breeders of Merit’ on the AKC’s
website. These breeders know and love
the breed and can help you ind the kind
ofWSS that will best suit what you want

Stetson (Ch Benton Essence O’ Wales JH) is owned by Sandy Holmes.
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There’s a lot to be said for being out there

BY SCOTT LINDEN

A

SOLO
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The British have a phrase, “keeping
your own calendar.” It’s that point in
professional life where you deine your
work schedule rather than the other
way around. I often hunt solo because
my so called “days of ” seldom coincide
with the few people who will put up
with me in the ield, let alone the camp 
kitchen.That’s one good reason.

But civilization is often not so civilized
as to allow you to schedule spontaneity.
It may be happenstance, a wrong turn
or blown head gasket that puts you out
there with only your dog for company.
That’s okay, because if you hadn’t heard,
the rat race is now full on, balls to the
wall 24/7/365. And that’s without
measuring the hassles and headaches of
less than ideal hunting companions,
who may have been the inspiration for
this ancient Roman graito: “The more
people I meet, the more I like my dogs.”

Finding a partner especially on short
notice can be tough. Honey do’s,
career, Little League games, all get in
the way of fellowship aield. Others have
hung up the shotgun, picked up (ugh)
golf clubs, maybe even bought a new
recliner.The pool of hunting partners
started shallow and is draining fast as 
knees and backs fail.

The choice becomes going solo, or
not going. For many of us, it’s the
former. For the others, well, maybe it’s
time for them to take stock of what’s 
truly important in life.

Because there is something deeply
organic about questing for prey solely
in the company of another species,
teamed with one goal…feeding the
tribe. It doesn’t have to be Zen, but it
can be.You’ve felt it.The momentary
lash connects you and your dog across
the ield, indescribable in something as
puny as words.You know the feeling,
because when I asked many of our
friends and fellow hunters I wasn’t sur
prised at their responses and you won’t 
be either:

Philip J. Urban: “I am free to choose
my path, closer to contentment, further
from alone.” JoelWitt: “It’s more pure.”

Then, there’s the quiet.Atop a chukar
hill you can hear the wingbeats of a
passing raven, listen to your own pulse
in your head. Deep in a grouse covert,
you pause is that wind rattling aspen
leaves, or a gnome wandering the same 
path as you? Balm for the soul.

Delve deep and remember that time
you sat wearily against a rock wall, your
setter’s head on your lap. Or the way
your shorthair trotted back, eyes down
cast and tail gently swaying, with the
last bobwhite of the day held gently in
his mouth.The magic would have been 
diminished with a witness.

T.J. Downes says it give us time to
really understand our laws and limita
tions, if we dare.There are plenty of
other rationale, just as legitimate: go
where you want, when you want.
Nobody else hacks your dog, and his
performance is always just ine; there
are no low shots.You rest, eat, have
cofee, take photos, on your schedule.

Charlotte Bronte, in Jane Eyre, said,
“The more solitary, the more friendless,
the more unsustained I am, the more I 

will respect myself.” And she’s right.
Take yourself back to your last solitary
hunt…when you pulled into the drive
way blistered and beaten, weren’t you 
a better man than when you left?

Treading middle of nowhere hunting
spots alone merits caution. But the ben
eits of losing yourself in your thoughts
(versus just getting lost) are myriad.
From snoring without guilt, to eating
beans straight out of the can for supper,
to taking credit for every hit (and miss), 
you are your own man.

Dogs get the run of the room.You
can stay up late or “lights out” comes at
7:30 p.m.There’s no stealing points,
ighting over retrieves, or just ighting.
You pick the soundtrack go ahead and
turn the volume to “11.” Unless you
picked AC/DC on the radio your dog 
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probably agrees with all of these reasons, 
as well.

He may have other, more cerebral
reasons, too. Joe Bradley says one per
son hunts “let the dog have the pure joy
of what he was bred to do and for me
to have the good fortune to witness it.”
While they’re social animals, I wonder
if they prefer a pack leader’s company,
without distraction?A solo turn is prob
ably more rewarding than sharing a
spotlight.You see it in his gait, that look
of unbridled excitement when the entire
ield is his to explore, to perform for 
you and you alone.

Some would call us selish—but I’ll 

bet none of them are hunters.They’ve
never wandered alone along a skid road,
gun in hand and bell tinkling in the dis
tance.They’ve never weighed that full
ness of heart against the grinding
demand of all the other days weeks
months. Hunting may be the cheapest 
form of therapy.

Thoreau said even the best company
becomes wearisome. Meeting others’
expectations, even mundane ones such
as bringing the right brand of beer, are
as he put it, “dissipating.” He sought his
Walden Pond, and we scrutinize maps 
for walk in areas.

You don’t want to do something 

stupid or in my case, many things.
Traveling alone helps us realize our
limitations, and if we’re smart we act
on them before we need to summon a
helicopter.And there are more practical
downsides: all photos are selies, some
birds get away unscathed, if you forget
something it’s well and truly forgotten.
Dog power becomes an issue on long
hunts.And everything from fuel to hotel 
rooms costs twice as much.

Not to say there aren’t positives. Sarah
Bradeen says, “I hunt with someone for
a witness to those I can’t believe-that-
really happened moments!”

She’s right. Hunting companion less,
the fulsome camaraderie of shared goals
and similar outlooks is absent. Connect
ing with a long lost brother or sharing
a last hunt with Granddad will have to
wait. Each has inestimable value, but
when you weigh those costs versus the
emotional beneits of self regeneration,
they are often trumped.We inherently 
have a need for inner calm.

Pointing out a heart stopping point
to your hunting buddy is an ego stroke,
your dog quivering as he swivels eyes
your way in hopes of a lush. But savor
ing that moment with just the birds and
sky, your memory and possibly your 
God, is precious beyond measure.

So is that deep sigh as your dog settles
into the passenger seat, homeward
bound after a hard hunt. And telling
him with a touch or a look, “thank you.”
Ain’t gonna happen when someone else 
is iddling with the radio dial, is it?

Yakking about last night’s game, giving
or receiving shooting advice, helping
pull porcupine quills are all well and
good.There are plenty of reasons to
bring someone else. But in a world of
stimulus overload the blessings of soli
tude, introspection and relection are
priceless. Cementing the bond between
you and your dog, reminiscing about
dogs long gone and friends no longer
able to hunt…how do you put a price
on those?These wisps of emotion don’t
come as readily when someone is tugging 
at your sleeve.

Hunting only with canine company
takes you to a more primitive time when
instincts, interdependence and teamwork
molded two disparate species into one
team. And no matter how smart his
phone is, a human hunting buddy can’t 
take a picture of that.
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It’s new country for friends Angel Montoya and RayTrejo, so they
peer out the windows of Montoya’s truck as he eases down the

dirt road, scanning the country for good cover.We are in southern
New Mexico deep within the Organ Mountains-Desert Peaks National
Monument. A trio of bird dogs rest in crates in the back of the
truck; shotguns, shells, vests, a cooler and a jug of water ill the 
remaining space.

So far, though, the two long time bird
hunters haven’t seen anything that
demands closer inspection. Some of it
looks good, some a little better, the rest
as barren as a parking lot. Much of
America’s newest national monument
sufers from generations of intense over
grazing.Vast expanses of greasewood
and mesquite, and little else, raise our 
doubts.

Two miles and a dramatic change in
the landscape later, however, Montoya
hits the brakes and leans out the window
before putting the truck in park.The
three of us bail out and stand over dozens
of bowl sized depressions in the dry 
dirt.

“Mearn’s quail,” says Montoya. “They
use their toenails to dig up tubers. We’re 
in the right area.” 

The three of us scan the steep slope
above us. From a distance, it looks as
featureless as a suburban lawn, at least
to a novice western quail hunter like
me.After studying the ground, though,
I see a more inviting landscape. Deep,
brush illed draws trail up to the rock
rimmed mesa, cutting through benches
covered with yucca, junipers and
assorted other shrubby plants. Knobs,
depressions and clumps of thick blonde
grass create an endless sea of hiding 
places for quail.

Although the scratchings are right
next to the road in the narrow valley
between two slopes,Trejo and Montoya
agree our best chances of inding them
are near the top, a climb of a half mile
and 700 vertical feet. Mearn’s, explains
Trejo, prefer high ground. With years 

of experience between them, I see no
reason to object. In fact, I’m eager to
see if I can keep up with them; both are 
about the same age as me.

“I think we should go up that draw
and work our way to the top,” says
Montoya, pointing to the mountain 
above us.

It doesn’t take long to igure out the
air is a bit thinner and the ground a little
steeper than back home, facts that sink
in when a trio of scaled quail lush wild
and then settle in a brushy depression
150 yards uphill.Trejo urges me to take 
of after them.

I stop twice to catch my breath before
closing in on the low spot where the
birds settle.A single rises near my feet
and cuts across a wide, lat opening,
ofering a near perfect going away shot.
I miss.A second quail follows and I miss 
again.

Quail, desert quail in
particular, lead a rough and tumble
existence. Much of the Southwest was
hammered by a prolonged drought in
recent years and quail numbers plum
meted, but the spring of 2015 was wet.
The moisture fed the seasonal grasses 
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that not only provide critical nesting
cover, but an abundant crop of insects
that fed the chicks. Birds were abundant.
The 2015 season wasn’t necessarily a
stand out, at least not to my hosts, but
it was deinitely better than a few recent 
ones.

“When I irst got serious about it,
we’d shoot a limit (15) and move a dozen
coveys,” recalls Montoya. “Some of those
coveys would have 30 or 40 birds.We
just need a couple of good springs and
I think we can see those days again.The
2016 season should be good. We’ve had 
a good amount of rain.”

Montoya, a 53 year old US Fish and
Wildlife Service biologist and the son
of Mexican immigrants, grew up an hour
west in Deming, New Mexico, where
Trejo also grew up and now serves as
the public school’s assistant administra
tor. As kids, they stalked doves, quail
and other unsuspecting birds with BB
guns and slingshots. Montoya, however,
had an innate fascination with nature
that went beyond plugging unwary spar-
rows and quail.

“I’d take home what we shot and iden
tify it in the encyclopedia. I guess that
was my irst lesson in biology,” he says.

He graduated to a shotgun and got a
little more serious about quail, but a
hunt in Arizona cemented that passion.

“I was hunting with some guys that
had dogs. It was life-changing in a way,” 
he recalls.

Two years later, he bought Chispa, a
German shorthair named after aTexas
ranch where he conducted post grad
uate research on endangered aplomado
falcons. He’s since added another short
hair and an English setter to his home.

Trejo also jumped feet irst into bird
dogs after he was invited to hunt with
some friends and their dogs. He now
has English pointers and German short
hairs and hunts with them for a variety
of birds throughout the Southwest. But
like his lifelong friend, Trejo also prefers 
Mearn’s.

Hunt them
once and it’s easy to see why.The gar
ishly painted birds are one of the most
coveted prizes in the upland world.Also
known as Montezuma quail, they inhabit
a relatively small region of the south
western United States and often live in
some of the most rugged and scenic 

country. Even better, they hold well for 
pointing dogs.

It’s not that the two friends don’t
appreciate other quail species.They’ll
shoot whatever their dogs point. It’s not
out of the question to encounter Gam
bel’s and scaled quail as they search for
Mearn’s. However, they rarely hunt just 

for those species, although Montoya’s
new obsession is shooting all four New
Mexico quail species (there are bob
whites in eastern New Mexico) in a
single day. He’s gotten three so far,
including a bobwhite, but expects to 
accomplish that goal eventually.

On this day, we aren’t in bob country, 

A dog isn’t mandatory for Mearn’s quail. You can walk up the tight-sitting birds on

your own, but a dog will make your hunt more productive and more enjoyable.  

Scaled quail tend to inhabit the lower ground, but they can 

be found in the same country as Mearn’s quail. 
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but we not only ind three coveys of
Mearn’s quail, we bust several more
coveys of scaled quail and a covey or
two of Gambel’s. I manage to pluck a
few here and there throughout the day,
but miss far more than I should, includ-
ing every Gambel’s I shoot at.

Is it the borrowed gun, an aging body
or just an of day? I don’t know, butTrejo
and Montoya don’t need excuses. Both
are as it as the quail we are hunting and 
drop more birds than they miss.

Scalies and Gambel’s prefer to use
their legs, running hard until they are
well out of cover and range before taking
wing. Given the option, they’ll ly uphill,
as if taunting you to follow.You do, of
course, because what’s a few hundred 
yards up a gentle rise?

What looks like an easy climb for the
inevitable reward of a point and lush
invariably turns into a 30 minute, lung
burning march up and down gullies
while dodging prickly pear and mesquite
daggers that penetrate bird pants like
hypodermic needles. Only to ind out
the birds may have settled over there,
or a little higher, or that they simply 
vanished like miniature ghosts. 

“When you lush a covey of Mearn’s,
they’ll usually be where you last saw
them go down,” says Trejo. “They won’t 
run.”

He and Montoya may not admit it,
but there’s likely another reason they
climb above Gambel’s and scaled quail
country. As the three of us picked our
way up the slope across loose volcanic
boulders and around thigh-stabbing 

yuccas, the two chided each other to
see who would need to stop and catch
his breath irst. Good bird hunting part
ners are hard to ind, but these two and
their dogs work together like the best
of friends.They chase rumors of abun
dant birds in new country like a pros
pector follows the promise of a new
strike. Sometimes they find riches, 
sometimes they don’t.

“There
are so many places to hunt around here,
you could hunt all season and never hit 
the same spot twice,” saysTrejo.

There’s no need to hunt private land,
either, at least not in southern New
Mexico. Las Cruces is base camp for
the Organ Mountains Desert Peaks
National Monument, established by the
Obama administration under the Antiq-

uities Act.The ive tract, half million
acre playground includes everything
from towering granite peaks to lat,
greasewood and mesquite studded
desert. It can take some searching to
ind the good quail country, though.

“Look for taller, thicker cover that
has a variety of plant species.You can
ind quail just about anywhere, but the
more diverse the habitat, the more likely 

…the inevetiable reward of a point and
lush turns into a 30-minute, lung-burning
march up and down gullies while dodging 

prickly pear and mesquite daggers.
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y
goal of taking all ive of Idaho’s native
grouse in one season. I dubbed this
feat, “the Idaho Grouse Grand Slam.”
I know of very few other hunters
who have accomplished the goal.
Three of the grouse species—rufed,
blue grouse, and sharptails—are fairly
easy to come by in southeastern
Idaho. However, sage grouse can be
challenging because of the shortness
of the season and Franklin grouse
are geographically limited to the
Salmon River country of Central
Idaho. The Frank Church Wilderness
is its stronghold.

In October of 2008, I came very
close to achieving the Grand Slam
as I had taken four of the grouse
species but came up short on the
Franklin grouse. I only had a half day
to hunt this bird and our group 

y p v
goose egg. In the years that followed,
I did not have the opportunity to
pursue Franks.

Idaho Fish & Game lumps the three
forest grouse species together—
rufed, blue, and Franklin grouse—
into one game bag and one season
beginning August 30th and ending
December 31st. My dogs and I typi-
cally take numerous rufed and blue
grouse before the other hunting 
seasons open.

On Labor Day, Sep
tember 2, 2014, my Brittany, Misty,
lushed a blue grouse across an aban
doned logging road on an alpine ridge
and I made a nice shot as it dove down
hill. A few minutes later, my elderly
French Brittany, Sunny Girl, found the
downed bird in the thick timber, 

e e e e , y
irst bird of the pentad.

Unfortunately, my hunt was cut
short by an allergic reaction to hornet
stings or I might have taken a ruf
that day too. Instead, I took a nice
ride in an ambulance to the hospital,
but gratefully, I lived to hunt another 
day.

My second bird of
the Grand Slam was the sage grouse.
Idaho still has huntable populations of
this big grouse, but I fear the days of
hunting them are quickly coming to an
end. On Saturday, September 20,
2014 the sage grouse opener a good
friend, Scott Johnson, took me to a place
he had seen some of the big birds before
the season opened.

Shortly after our arrival, my
hunting companions and I saw huge 
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locks of grouse in the seas of sage
with the Grand Tetons in the back-
drop. Unfortunately, the going was
tough for arthritic Sunny Girl so
after an hour of hunting I took leave
from the rest of our group and made
my way back to the truck with my
dogs while hunting the cover next
to the road.

As we walked, Misty lushed a big
grouse which presented me with my
very favorite shot—quartering left
to right. Misty then went to the
downed grouse and stood over it but
would not retrieve. However, old
Sunny Girl dove in and retrieved it
to hand. Now that is a team efort!

As it had been a few years since I
hunted these grouse successfully, I
was glad to hold this large male in
my hand. The dogs and I paused to
take a few photos. I wanted to con-
tinue hunting, but I had illed my
limit. As I made my way back to the
truck—due to the likelihood of not
being able to hunt sage grouse in the
near future—the thought crossed my
mind: This has to be the year to com-
plete the Grand Slam.

In Idaho, late Sep
tember through early November is the
best time to hunt rufed grouse. I call
this time the “Glory Days” of autumn
both for the hunting and the weather.
The last weekend of September, however,
was gloomy and rainy. I almost passed
on the chance to hunt, but my brother,
Shawn, challenged me by way of text
message to get out and “Kill a wet one!”
I accepted the challenge and I’m glad I
did as Misty had one of her best days
ever.

I decided to try our luck at a
covert I call “the “Outhouse,” which
was my most productive covert in
2013. When we reached the gate
leading to the Outhouse, it was still
raining. Nevertheless, the dogs and
I headed up the two-track into the
narrow valley.

As we walked, Misty hunted the
quakies on the hill lanking the left-
hand side of the road. About two
hundred yards up the two track,
Misty became birdy and then
stretched out into a beautiful point.
I walked quickly towards her but she
did not move. I then made the 

Misty poses with her mega grouse of the sage seas.  

Red-phased ruffs are not as common in Idaho as gray-phased.
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mistake of looking on the ground to
where Misty was pointing and saw
the nervous ruie walking slowly
away. For whatever reason, when I
can see the bird on the ground, I
have a tough time making the shot.
When the bird finally flushed, I
missed it the irst time but recovered
on the second shot.

“Good girl, Misty!” I exclaimed—
pleased as a peach that she had
staunchly pointed the bird.

At my shots, two other birds
lushed. One landed in a nearby tree
and, as I walked towards it, the ruf
lushed hard straightaway and then
juked up and to the right. I missed
with the bottom barrel, but then
corrected and took the bird with the
top barrel. Misty chased down the
winged bird and made a great re-
trieve.

I guess you can say I have “no sense
to come in out of the rain,” but with
grouse hunting like I experienced 
that day, who would?

My brother Shawn
Wayment, DVM, is the bird huntingest
fool I’ve ever known. His birthday
happens to be on October 1st, which is
the opener for sharptails in Idaho. I’ve
always wondered if his birthday and his
love of bird hunting had any correlation.
When Shawn’s birthday rolled around 

in 2014, this happened to fall on the
irst day of Shawn’s annual bird hunting
trip to Idaho by design, of course.

I had earlier asked Shawn what he
wanted for his birthday and he
replied, “I want you to leave work
early and meet me at 1:00 o’clock
at the Royal Macnab to hunt sharp-
tails.”

“I think I can manage that.” I re-
sponded with a grin.  

When the day inally came, it was
again raining. Despite the inclement
weather, the hunting was excellent.
One particular sharptail stands out.
The Royal Macnab consists of rolling
CRP ields gouged with deep wooded
draws. Toward the end of the day in
the glowing light of the setting sun,
Misty and I pushed our way down a
trail across the biggest wooded draw
on the property at a place where it
narrows and is easily crossable.

I call this spot “the Pinch.” As we
crossed over the Pinch, Misty cut
across a nearby hillside and struck a
beautiful point near the hilltop. I
steadily walked toward her and three
sharpies lushed in diferent direc-
tions. I swung on the bird that lew
right to left in front of me heading
back toward the Big Draw. I missed
it on the irst shot, but swung ahead
and hit it solidly on the second.

“All right, Misty!” I hollered as she 
made the perfect retrieve.

With the taking
of this sharptail, I then only had one
more bird to complete the daho rouse
Grand Slam: again, the Franklin grouse.
As Shawn and I planned our upcoming
week of hunting, I begged him to con
sider chasing Franks one day. He agreed
as he was aware of my long time goal
to complete the Slam. Shawn happened 

A sharptail and a Ruger Red Label 20-gauge.  

Shawn Wayment, DVM, the author’s brother, holds a nice male Franklin 
grouse, which is a subspecies of the spruce grouse in Idaho. 
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to be with me ive years earlier when I
failed to complete it.

Early Wednesday, October 8, 2014,
Shawn and I stopped on our way to
the central Idaho grouse woods at
one of our favorite small-town cafes
for breakfast. While paying for break-
fast, I had a pleasurable run-in with
an old-timer who was wearing a hat
that reminded me of Boss Hogg’s on
The Dukes of Hazard.

I asked him, “How are you doing?”
With a smile, the elderly chap

replied, “I’m ine as a iddle string.”
I almost laughed out loud at his

pleasant response so early in the
morning.

He then said, “You boys look like
you’re going hunting. What are you
after?”

“We’re headed over into the
Salmon River Country in search of
some spruce grouse,” I responded.

“Are those the birds they call ‘fool 
hens’?” he asked.

“Yessir, they are,” I answered.
“I used to kill them with a beanie

flipper,” my new friend reported
matter-of-factly. He then wished us
good luck.

As we took to the road, Shawn
and I had a good laugh about that
conversation and considered it a good
omen. Beanie lipper?

Once we reached the general area
we planned to hunt, we searched for
suitable habitat for Franks, which
typically consists of boggy riparian
areas. However, at irst we didn’t see
anything that struck us as suitable
habitat. So, after some deliberation,
we ended up going back to the exact
same creek bottom we had searched
for Franklins back in 2008. Remem-
bering my last time there, I was a
little worried that we wouldn’t ind
birds again.

To our absolute delight, the dogs
ended up inding multiple Franks
that morning and many of them
indeed it the “fool hen” description
and—at the dogs’ approach—lew
up into the nearest tree. Some of
the Franks, however, lew hard and
one totally burned my biscuits as I
missed with both barrels.

Shawn and I hunted an area with
numerous rivulets running down the
hillside. We followed one small rivulet 

up the mountain and then turned
and hunted back down another. Not
far from the road, Ellie, Shawn’s
ield-bred English cocker, found two
grouse and lushed them into a tree.

I went right to the irst grouse,
pitched a stick, and it lew across
the opening created by the rivulet.
I made a great shot just before it
reached the cover on the other side.
I was ecstatic upon inally achieving
my goal of the Idaho Grouse Grand
Slam.

Having accomplished the Slam, I’ve
come to realize that the feat is not
just about the birds bagged, although
that is obviously part of it. Any dufer
like me can raise a gun, pull the 

trigger and bring down a few grouse.
Rather, the accomplishment should
really be gauged by a person knowing
the grouse and their habitat well
enough to put his dogs in position
to ind them for the gun. In my book,
that says more about the hunter and
the feat than anything.

Even more important than the ac-
complishment itself, however, was the
opportunity to experience irsthand the
beautiful, wild places each of these
grouse species inhabit. While there is
some overlap, each grouse has a difer-
ent and unique niche of habitat. Each
grouse and its environs are special in
their own way. For me, grouse are 
the essence of wild Idaho. ✱
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A Glance Backward
Hunting memories can be triggered by simple items 
squirreled away, then forgotten, in outdoor garb.

ONEOFTHE BEST parts of anticipat
ing bird hunts is recapturing fragments
of those gone by. Jump starting a
remembrance of seasons past often needs
no more than a lick and a promise,
cleaning of a well used game vest or
duck coat. Memories are hidden in
hunting garb, and you never know what
will spark a recollection you didn’t
realize was still lodged in your mind.

In an instant, I lashed back many years
and saw my young English setter in an
aspen stand easing through cover toward
the trunk of a downed tree. She paused,
turned her head into the wind, and froze
about 15 feet from a grouse glaring down
at her from the weathered trunk his
drumming log! The bird’s crest was
lared and his ruf and tail were fanned
out. He exploded from his log not in a
lush to safety but straight at my setter
in a lurry of feet, wings, and beak, and
routed her in no uncertain terms. We 
left him as master of his space.

I relived that distant episode with a
total habitation of each moment; the
exquisite beauty of autumn, the smell
of the woods, the sound of drumming,
and each movement of the gutsy grouse
and my vanquished setter.And all it took
was a feather drifting from a shaken vest.

I hadn’t used the faded camo parka
in years. It needed a serious shaking to
clear out accumulated “stuf,” and one
item that fell out, a crumpled white
bakery sack, mystiied me until my
brain clicked on an image of snow geese 
over wheat stubble.

My three partners and I had put out
dozens of the extra large “decoy” bags
anchored with rocks and augmented
here and there by staked-down pieces 
of sheets.

Dawn came with a breeze, the move
ment seemed to appeal to a lock of 

snows that dropped into our “spread.”
After the dogs picked up four geese, we
opined “the breeze was going to put life
into a placid day.” It did, but not how
we imagined.The sky darkened and the
breeze built into a near gale and our
white bags took to the air, rocks and all.
The snow goose hunt ended in a iasco
featuring four men and two Labs in lap
ping sheets trying to corral decoys.

I admit to being a collector, a repos
itory of things natural; of feathers, turtle
shells, rocks, perfect leaves, and skulls,
especially skulls. Along with having a
functional elegance, skulls are, para
doxically, evidence of life and simulta
neous records of death.Thus they bear
an element of mystery, like the skull I
found wrapped in a sweat stained
bandana, forgotten in an old shell vest.

My friend’s Brittany was on a hard
point at the edge of an alder stand.We
were walking in on the dog when a
woodcock helicoptered up.At my shot,
the bird collapsed about 20 yards from
us into a scattering of frost burned ferns.
My friend and I saw it hit the ground 

and bounce slightly.When sent, the Brit
found nothing. “Hunt dead,” my friend
commanded, but the hard working dog 
kept coming up empty.

To stay oriented, I dropped my hat
where I was standing when I shot, then
joined my friend and his Brit in the
search.We used his hat to mark the
spot of the bird’s fall. Between the three
of us we scoured a 25 yard area around
the hat, and the dog worked well
beyond that. Still no woodcock. But
right at the spot we had marked, half
hidden by leaves, I found a creamy-clean 
woodcock skull.

“We haven’t been searching that long,
have we?” my partner quipped about a
warm and feathered woodcock trans
mogrifying into a cold bare skull. “Seri
ously,” he added, “a hard hit woodcock
seldom moves from where it falls.”
Nonetheless, we did not ind the bird,
though we ine tooth combed a large
chunk of cover.The woodcock’s disap
pearance remained an enigma, but at
least I had the skull, which conveyed its 
own aura of mystery. 
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Parting Shots | By Joe Arnette
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